
A word to those who have lost, or who could lose their job because of the 
‘economic crisis’, a word to those whose boss has told you it was no longer 
‘profitable’ to continue working, a word to those who may soon find themselves 
outcast and starving amid the wonders YOU have made. YOU, who have 
the power to stop all armies, all industries, all economic theft if united in 
solidarity with your fellow worker, neighbour or women — please take note. 

Have you not worked hard all of your life, since you were old enough for your 
labour to be of use in the production of wealth? Have you not toiled long and 
hard for somebody else? And in all those years of drudgery have you not produced 
thousand upon thousands of dollars' worth of wealth, which you did not then, 
do not now — and unless you ACT — never will, own any part of?

We produce about three times as much in an hour of work as we did in 1947, 
but are we living or earning three times as well? Are we working a third less? 
Far from it. In fact, wages are only slightly higher than they were 25 years ago. 
We are working longer and harder than ever, while someone benefits from the 
fact that our work is producing more — and that someone is definitely not us. 

Yet your employer told you that it was the ‘economic crisis’ and ‘loss of profit’ 
which cost you your job. PROFIT, put simply, is ROBBERY — it is the surplus/extra 
value of your work/labour that goes straight into the bosses pocket.

When bosses talk of profit loss, not being ‘productive’, or not being able to 
‘afford’ to pay workers, it actually means less money for your boss, managers 
or company shareholders. When work is relocated elsewhere they do so to exploit 
and pay someone else half the price they used to pay you. Don’t blame foreign 
workers or the regions/countries they move production to, blame the boss!

It is the ECONOMIC and INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM which must be changed. No job 
summit, no re-shifting of the working week, no scheme by decree will ever solve 
the problem of the Capitalist system. Capitalism needs to be ended, not propped 
up by government regulation. An economy based on allowing the few to control, 
gamble and profit from YOUR labour is not only immoral, it does not work! 
THE CURRENT ECONOMIC CRISIS IS A CLEAR EXAMPLE OF THIS.
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Look at it this way — why should some NOT EVER HAVE TO WORK and not have 
to worry about how and when the bills/food will be payed? Why should some 
be unemployed or facing unemployment, hungry and hard-pressed, in a time when 
our society is equipped with the finest technology and the suitable means to feed 
the world THREE TIMES OVER, to REDUCE WORK TO A BARE MINIMUM, to end 
harmful industry and poverty, to use technology and machine FOR THE GOOD OF 
ALL? Why should you and your fellow workers be LOCKED OUT of the workplace by 
a handful of employers who have the keys to the machinery YOU work, and which 
YOU could use in a more sustainable, more human and more equal manner?

The current crisis is not simply a bad ‘patch’ — it’s seeds lie in the current 
economic system. Unless you remove the root, the weed will always grow back. 
Has this crisis not happened before? Will it not happen again? Any reforms that 
refuse to destroy the system itself falls short of the radical change we really need.  

This ‘crisis’ is the direct result of CAPITALISM. It is time to put it to an end. 
We need to socialise and SELF-MANAGE the means of production ourselves — 
not through voting, not through reform — but OURSELVES. We need to destroy 
the RELATIONS OF PRODUCTION — ways of working which gives someone else the 
power to make all the decisions and force us to be slaves, continually controlled, 
ordered around, watched over, over-worked and endlessly exploited. Together we 
need to take direct control our own lives, our workplaces, and our communities. 

Our task is to engage in DIRECT ACTION. We cannot remain passive while factories 
continue to close and people lose their jobs. While unions do nothing but negotiate 
redundancy packages. While ‘our’ government sugar-coats the cyanide. Price rises, 
rent rises, wage cuts and plant closures must be resisted with occupations, 
mass solidarity and collective action. OCCUPY THE WORKPLACE! Expropriate their 
wealth and share it with your workmates! TOGETHER we have the power to put an 
end to Capitalism — without our brain and muscle not a single wheel would turn! 

No flyer will ever alleviate the loss of an income, or feed those in need — 
but remember this — YOU did not create this economic crisis, the SYSTEM 
did. ENDING THE SYSTEM WILL END THE CRISIS, and create a new system based 
on workers’ self-management, mutual aid, de-centralisation, and equality. Refuse 
to pay for THEIR crisis. Refuse to be passive. Now is time for us to take action.
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